


1907
Emil Henriksson,  

an office-machinery  
mechanic, invents  
the detainer disc  
locking cylinder 



A locking solution  
that offers unique features, 

Henriksson’s invention continues 
to be the foundation for  

all ABLOY® keying systems,  
which are designed and 

manufactured  
in Finland.



ABLOY® secures millions of homes and public buildings all over the world. 
Both the trust users place in us and our pioneering position are based on long-
term endeavour – continuously developing new and innovative locking solutions 
and door-opening technologies that facilitate smooth entry and exit.

Opening your front door is 
easy – just press the button 
on your ABLOY® CONTROL+ 
remote key. 

1918
Ab Låsfabriken  

Lukkotehdas Oy  
(Ab Lukko Oy)  

founded



The locking solution installed in Varma 
Mutual Pension Insurance Company’s 
offices is specially designed for spaces 
that have to be easily and speedily 
reconfigured.

1920
ABLOY® trademark  

registered

In the last ten years,  
ABLOY® has maintained  

its position as one of Finland’s 
top ten brands. ABLOY®  
offers peace of mind by 

providing unique,  
innovative and complete 

locking solutions.



The locking system used to control the Helsinki 
Music Centre’s 1600 doors, some of them 
five metres high, was designed by Abloy and 
installed by ABLOY®-authorized locksmiths. 
Building accessibility functions are handled by 
ABLOY® door-automation solutions. 

1920  
ABLOY® CLASSIC 

key system 
launched



ABLOY® solutions are securing  
a priceless cultural heritage in  
The State Hermitage Museum  
in St Petersburg.

The world’s most 
valuable private house 
in India incorporates 
ABLOY® solutions.

ABLOY® products are 
enhancing security at 
the Curve shopping 
mall in Malaysia.

1922 
First padlock  
produced,  

exports  
begin

Abloy’s global sales  
network now serves customers  

in almost 100 countries.  
In Finland, customers can 
access a national sales  

and service network consisting 
of 150 independent,  
ABLOY®-authorized  

locksmiths.



Working in close cooperation with Varma Mutual 
Pension Insurance Company, Abloy developed 
locking solutions which make it easy to move around 
the company’s headquarters. The majority of the 
doors are involved in access control and equipped 
with ABLOY® electric locks and door closers. 

1976 
ABLOY® PROFILE  

key system  
launched



Abloy’s unique future-oriented approach draws on the company’s 100-plus 
years of experience and our ability to forecast upcoming demands with an 
open mind. Innovative and inventive concepts, products and solutions are 
generated systematically, with users and their needs as the starting point. 

Reopened to the public in 2012 
after extensive renovation, the 
Tallinn television tower’s locking 
system clearly bears the Abloy 
stamp of excellence.

ABLOY® PROTEC CLIQ locking systems combine 
a proven mechanical locking solution with 
low-power electronics and enable the remote 
administration of access rights from a central 
location via web-based software.

1978
First electric lock  

developed for the Bank of  
Finland to ensure higher levels  

of security at its banknote  
production facility in Vantaa 



1995  
ABLOY® EXEC  

key system

Abloy’s special position  
as one of ASSA ABLOY’s four 

global brands provides strong 
support as the company 

strengthens its international 
operations and expands into 

new market areas. 

1994
The ASSA ABLOY Group is  

born when Abloy Security Ltd Oy, 
Abloy Oy’s parent company, fuses 

with Securitas Lock Group AB, 
Sweden-based Assa’s  

parent company



ABLOY® locks are used to secure critical 
installations in the energy, water-distribution 
and telecommunications sectors, and in 
transportation and traffic control.

2006
Electromechanical 

ABLOY® PROTEC CLIQ 
key system



ABLOY® quality means products and services that always meet or  
exceed our customers’ expectations. Trust in the security our solutions 
provide, their reliability and ease of use has to be earned every day of  
the year. In this task, all Abloy employees play key roles.

2011
Winner of the  

Access Control  
category at Safety  
and Security Asia 

in Singapore 

2012
Wins the Access  
Control, ID and 

Biometrics category at 
Counter Terror Expo  

in the UK

2011
ABLOY® PROTEC CLIQ  

wins the Access Control
Product of the Year  

award at IFSEC  
in the UK



2012 
ABLOY® PROTEC2  

key system  
launched 





An ASSA ABLOY Group brand

Abloy Oy is one of the leading manufacturers of locks, locking systems and architectural hardware and the world’s leading developer of products in the field of electromechanical locking technology. 
ASSA ABLOY is the global leader in door opening solutions, dedicated to satisfying end-user needs for security, safety and convenience.

www.abloy.com
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To guarantee  
secure living for future 
generations, all Abloy’s 
operations observe the 
principles of sustainable 

development.

Curious minds,  
unprejudiced attitudes,  
and the ability to listen  
to our customers are  

leading Abloy to a new 
destination for all of us  

– tomorrow. 




